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Terra Incognita

Two strategic narratives duke it out in the Pentagon
When Wikistrat chief analyst Tom Barnett worked in the Pentagon’s Office of Force Transformation right 
after 9/11, he’d joke about seeing “the secret plan for eliminating the Army” because the new “network-
centric” military would win all wars from above. That was Tom’s way of confronting suspicion within the 
Green camp (Army, Marines) that their communities would suffer in any future “transformed” force.

Of course, once the Long War kicked into serious gear (regimes toppled, but insurgencies to battle), 
everything changed, and the sort of “small wars” mindset that Tom had long advocated suddenly sprang 
into vogue.  When the 2007 publication of the Army-Marine Corps’ new counterinsurgency manual neatly 
dovetailed with the Bush administration’s too-long-delayed shift toward such tactics in Iraq, it seemed as 
if Green and its small-wars narrative held clear sway over Blue (Air Force, Navy) and its deeply entrenched 
big-war meme.  The clear success of the “surge” and its re-application to Afghanistan only cemented that 
impression.

But anyone familiar with the Pentagon will tell you that its habits die hard. Prior to 9/11, Blue had its 
transformational sights set on “rising” China, and that preference never diminished, no matter how much 
Iraq and Afghanistan dominated the day.  Plus, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld eschewed tough 
budgetary trade-offs between the respective communities.  Yes, everyone involved knew that the reckoning 
was eventually coming, but until it did, the struggle between strategic storylines would remain muted.

The Global Financial Crisis constituted as big a system perturbation for the Pentagon as 9/11 had been, 
for it loosened the floodgates on Blue’s counter-narrative, which now better corresponded to the public’s 
dominant fears.  They are:  1) the Long War is too long and too much America’s under-shared burden; 2) 
Washington lost strategic focus in Iraq and Afghanistan and “took its eyes off the ball” that is China’s 
frightening rise; and 3) the best path forward for an insolvent US Government is to repair the domestic 
economy, reduce its staggering debt, and “keep its powder dry” for the real strategic challenger down the 
road – again, China. 

So now, after its brief ascendancy, the Green narrative that emphasizes manpower costs and the enduring 
realities of ground warfare once again faces submission to the Blue narrative focusing on platform costs 
and future high-tech wars against a fantastically competent – and über rich – “peer competitor.”  Swap out 
al-Qaeda and swap in “assassin’s mace.”  Forget about the Durand Line marking Af-Pak’s fake border and 
reacquaint yourself with China’s first and second “island chains” in the Western Pacific.  How can the 
pathetic “underwear bomber” possibly compare to the PLA’s new stealth fighter-bomber?

Here’s the challenge: the Pentagon’s manpower costs (pay, pensions, healthcare) aren’t going away, 
while this renewed big-war focus – as always – will end up generating massive outlays.  As much as Blue 
needs some force-sizing principle, the White House and Pentagon must recognize that globalizing China 
likewise represents America’s best hope at some relief in its international policing duties.  Washington 
can’t have it both ways:  demonizing China while demanding that it pull its fair share of the load.

In the end, the Green and Blue narratives must be artfully balanced.  An America too focused on big wars 
lets the international security system decay, putting globalization’s rapid advance at real risk.  And yet, a 
Washington too focused on leading every fight and cowing all possible challengers will not only exhaust 
itself, it will continue incentivizing Beijing to free-ride on its worldwide sheriff act.

No easy answers will be found, but when it comes to Washington’s “who’s-up-and-who’s-down?” culture, 
the zero-sum gaming has to stop.
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Turkey’s busy foreign policy signals 
regional leadership ambition

Analysis
Under the leadership of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, 
Turkey Strategic ProfileTurkey has become a diplomatic whirlwind over the past few years.  Building on 
its longstanding policy of “zero problems” with its neighbors (even with the standoff-ish EU), Turkey under 
the AKP has become globalization’s poster boy, along with mellow Indonesia, for balancing Islamist 
social policies with investment-friendly economics.   But its ambitious diplomatic agenda has put it into 
an entirely different class, reminding us of an upstart United States under deal-maker (and Nobel Peace 
Prize winner) Theodore Roosevelt at the turn of the 20th century.

Check out a partial list of some of the negotiations Ankara has convened: just-abandoned mediation 
talks in Beirut over the collapsed government; an international conference over the Somali pirates issue; 
last year’s stunning offer to process Iran’s nuclear fuel and this month’s hosting of the West’s latest 
confab on that state’s controversial enrichment program.  Which country is doing as much as Iran to 
rebuild Iraq’s economy while causing none of the same fuss in Western capitals?  That would be Turkey.  
Who’s the first NATO member-state to conduct joint air exercises with the Chinese PLA?  Again, Turkey. 

In short, Turkey has a better American foreign policy than America has right now.
  
Outlook
The AKP looks to win a third mandate in June parliamentary elections, even as a slowing economy and 
congealing opposition makes that less than a sure thing. So with the EU continuing to snub Ankara while 
absorbing former Ottoman imperial subjects (e.g., Hungary, Bulgaria), expect Turkey to continue 
extending its influence to its south and west, especially since it offers the best integrating alternative to 
Iran’s more slippery ambitions. Also expect Turkey to continue pivoting away from its past comity with 
Israel as part of its subtle rivalry with Iran.
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Name a crisis situation anywhere in the greater Middle East and Ankara 
is there, proposals in hand and ready to convene all-party negotiations.  
With America’s uninspiring policy moves seeming downright glacial by 
comparison, Turkey emerges as the region’s new globalizing bridge-
builder.
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Opportunities
If anybody is going to broker a breakthrough deal on Iran’s nuclear program, it’ll be Turkey, probably 
with Chinese backing.

Risks
Other than Saudi Arabia, Turkey is the regional player most likely to speedily match Iran’s successful 
achievement of nuclear weapons, when and if that happens.

Recommendations
Rather than relying on the Saudis as diplomatic proxies, the United States would do far better to 
re-align itself with Turkey.

Dependencies
The more the AKP bases its popular legitimacy on domestic Islamist policies, the more Ankara is 
forced into supporting the region’s most radical players (e.g., Iran, Hamas).

Wikistrat Bottom Lines
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Global Overview
If we were to graft any meme to last week’s leading events, it would be to contrast the edgier, more inventive strategies we’re seeing 
from the rising East with the rather unimaginative, often plodding approaches we spot in the West.  That sort of “torch passing” 
motif seems reasonable enough, given the pomp and circumstance surrounding the Hu-Obama summit.  Other than that obvious 
highlight, this week’s CoreGap report covers:

•	 The	renewed	struggle,	inside	the	Pentagon,	between	the	big-	and	small-war	strategic	narratives	offered,	respectively,	by	the	
Air Force/Navy and the Army/Marines;

•	 Turkey’s fascinating rise as the diplomatic force of note in the greater Middle East;
•	 The risky but needed decision by Iran’s government to end its lavish program of subsidized domestic energy use;
•	 Haiti’s continued woes, now complicated by the return of its former dictator – smack dab in the middle of an election stalemate;
•	 The precedent-setting “marriage” of an energy supermajor with a national oil company, or NOC;
•	 Bhutan and Laos connecting up to globalization after decades of isolation;
•	 The continuing decline of violence in Iraq;
•	 Whether or not 2010 really was the hottest year on record;
•	 China’s	emergence	as	the	developing	world’s	top	financier;	and	finally
•	 The West growing obesity crisis and how that previews similar problems within globalization’s emerging middle class.

Clearly	we	live	in	a	world	experiencing	significant	structural	change,	and	nowhere	was	that	more	on	display	than	in	Washington	last	
week,	where	Chinese	President	Hu	Jintao’s	swan-song	appearance	(he	leaves	office	next	year)	capped	off	an	intense	period	of	
soul-searching for Americans regarding their place in this world.  Sensing how much the moment meant to Hu personally and the 
Chinese people in aggregate, President Obama went out of his way to smooth over the recent rough patch in bilateral relations by 
according Hu all the respectful honors the White House once showered on a missile-rich Soviet leadership during a similar pivot 
point in history almost four decades ago.

Back then America was likewise mired in an unpopular war and feeling economically out of sorts, while the USSR seemed to moving 
into every corner of the Third World and setting up shop.  Today, the US doesn’t face any real sort of military rivalry in the developing 
world from China, but rather an economic one, signaled by China surpassing the World Bank as the top provider of developmental 
loans.  And here the parallel becomes more apt, for back in the 1970s there arose the same sort of strategic fear one hears voiced 
frequently today: that Soviet Russia was trying to lock-in access to strategic mineral and energy sources, thus winning some zero-
sum contest for control of the planet’s economic future. 

So	there	should	be	no	surprise	that	the	Pentagon,	in	a	nascent	post-X	syndrome	mode,	finds	itself	once	again	debating	the	virtues	
of preparing for small wars versus large.  The Long War may have put the Army and Marines on top for a while (cue up the headlines 
on	Iraq’s	growing	stability),	but	the	big-war	crowd	(mostly	Navy,	Air	Force)	clearly	resurges	on	the	news	of	China’s	military	advances	
and growing US public fears concerning that country’s rapid economic advance.
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Global Overview
As for the notion that China can somehow lock-in resources in such a way as to deny the American economy what it needs, there 
we’d	point	to	the	fundamental	difference	between	the	First/Second/Third-Worlds	economic	structure	of	the	1970s	and	the	globally	
integrated	production	lines	of	today.		Simply	put,	back	then	we	had	two	competing	mini-world	economies	that	arguably	could	fight	
over resources in third-party regions, leaving one richer and the other poorer.  But today, with those globe-spanning production chains 
and	the	integrated	global	resource	markets	that	supply	them,	those	nightmares	of	zero-sum	fights	are	unsubstantiated.		A	China	
that “locks in” access to one source simultaneously reduces that source’s supply to the global market and China’s commensurate 
demand-pull,	resulting	in	no	significant	shift	in	anybody’s	“correlation	of	forces.”

Indeed,	China’s	tendency	to	concentrate	its	energy	demand	on	those	regimes	already	in	some	conflict	with	the	West	actually	helps	
maintain access where it would otherwise wither.  Certainly, we can argue about how unhelpful that is to America’s global security 
agenda, but you can’t say it increases any likelihood of “resource wars” down the road.  If anything, the “dominoes” falling right 
now	in	Southeast	Asia	(for	example,	Laos	and	Bhutan)	are	decidedly	moving	into	the	capitalist	sphere	of	influence	–	albeit	with	a	
Chinese face.  Plus, if the BP-Rosneft tie-up tells us anything, it’s that tomorrow’s technological challenges are likely to force more 
collaboration – and not clashes – between the supermajors and the NOCs.

Looking on the bright side, China’s willingness to keep up economic trade with the Irans of the world can be put to good use by the 
West, providing the “good cop” alternative to its “bad cop” sanctions, which – quite frankly – almost never perform as desired.  In Iran 
today, we see the regime reforming its subsidy-laden economy in a manner apparently inconceivable throughout most of the rest of 
the region, and Western sanctions are clearly a driver behind President Ahmadinejad’s big gamble.  So it’s fair to say that waging a 
war of disconnection begets as many unanticipated outcomes as waging one of connection (i.e., the “soft kill” option of disarming 
a	regime	with	trade).	

America	has	its	tendencies	in	this	regard	(Washington	loves	sanctions	so	much	it	applies	them	to	most	of	the	world),	while	China	
has its “non-interference” ideology.  And history says China stands closer to its lessons than does the US.  Good example?  How 
come	Turkey	is	the	first	NATO	member	to	conduct	joint	air	exercises	with	China	and	not	superpower	America	(assuming	you	don’t	
count	 the	spy	plane	 incident	of	2001!)?	 	Well,	Turkey’s	 rather	 innovative	and	daring	 foreign	policy	 right	now	 is	 to	build	bridges	
wherever it can throughout the region, basically doing the sort of things one typically expects of the Americans.

But	Washington	lacks	the	will	and	the	wallet	right	now	for	such	efforts,	as	witnessed	by	its	limited-regret	strategy	vis-à-vis	Haiti	this	
past	couple	of	years.		Tired	of	nation	building	and	wary	of	taking	on	any	new	responsibilities,	the	US	does	just	enough	to	stave	off	
any	flotilla	of	boat	people	–	nothing	more.		How	this	is	more	defensible	that	China’s	cynical	–	and	similar	–	take	on	North	Korea’s	
ongoing misery is beyond us, but such is the mindset of the superpower in crisis.

America	 feels	old	and	out	of	 shape,	with	physical	and	fiscal	 “waistlines”	bulging,	while	China	appears	all	 ambition	and	sinewy	
muscle.  Americans worry about a world melting down, while China brushes aside fears of global warming, claiming it will get around 
to fixing that problem once its hundreds of millions of interior poor finally make it to globalization’s table.

And so the structural changes wrought by America’s successful historical sales job on the virtues of an international liberal trade 
order continue to unfold.  The powers-that-were can no longer control globalization’s ever-shifting contours, and the powers-that-
became no longer ask permission for the changes they shove through in their ambitious haste.  But when you wage a grand strategy 
based on connecting up the world, your failures tend to be easier to stomach than your successes.
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Wikistrat Subscription Modules
Basic (Individuals)
Subscribers receive the “CoreGap Weekly Bulletin” on Geo-strategic Developments and Trends, featuring in depth 
state-of-the-art analysis of the week’s important global events. The analysis is inter-linked with our “Global Analysis 
Lite” web space, featuring our core components of globalization analysis - Global Trends, Flows, Shifts & Issues 
affecting the advance of globalization. The basic module also allows subscribers to prompt analysts with short 
questions, and to effectively communicate with the analytic team to better understand globalization.

Premium (Corporations)
The Wikistrat Premium Subscription is designed to provide Corporates with the most interactive and in-depth 
analysis of global developments on the strategic level. This package provides businesses with strategic insights 
into the changing dynamics that will determine the commercial world of tomorrow, the next year and the next 20 
years. In addition to the weekly bulletin, subscribers receive access to our full “Global Analysis” web space, a 
unique collaborative environment featuring the wide encompassing Wikistrat’s Analysis Methodology - Trends, 
Strategic Issues, Shifts, Flows, Country Profiles, Regional and Global Net Assessments. The “Global Forecasting” 
web space provides subscribers with state-of-the-art forecasting of Alternative Futures and Scenarios, examination 
of National Trajectories of great powers and projections of future developments for the short, medium and long 
terms. The Premium subscription allows subscribers to inject timely shocks, scenarios and in-depth questions into 
the strategic model, stress-testing the analysis and forecasting and exploring the possible changes that a regional 
shock or alternative scenario may bring to the various components of the geo-strategic model. 

Government
The Wikistrat Government Subscription provides governments with the full package of Wikistrat services: the 
“CoreGap Weekly Bulletin”, “Global Analysis” and “Global Forecasting” web spaces, as well as our Strategic Policy 
Playbook. This one-of-a-kind module provides a strategic model of policy options available to global powers, 
developed through the comprehensive modeling of actors’ interests, vulnerabilities, capabilities, trends, trajectories 
and strategic alternatives. This subscription provides the full interactivity package - injection of questions, shocks, 
scenarios and policy problems into the model.  This model provides an unparalleled mechanism for strategic policy 
planning for the short, medium and long terms.

Wikistrat Consulting Modules
Corporate
Wikistrat offers extensive capabilities in the field of resilience consultation and long term logistical planning for 
MNC’s, as our clients adapt to meet the risks and opportunities of globalization. Leverage the Wikistrat Geopolitical 
Model and receive customized consultation for your corporation.

Government
Wikistrat offers governments with our unique insight on global and long term developments, allowing real 
consideration of policy options and alternatives. Utilizing our one of a kind “The Strategic Alternative” policy 
playbook, you will be able to explore the various strategies at hand for other countries, and examine the best 
strategy to tackle risks and make use of opportunities. We will collaboratively analyze policy problems and present 
the range of strategic alternatives, based not only on examining your options, but rather the strategies of other 
actors and the global dynamics that surround each problem.
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A Revolution in Geostrategic Analysis & 
Consulting
Wikistrat’s Soluton as a Service
Wikistrat offers truly unique geostrategic insight for government, corporate and individual clients.  Wikistrat’s state-of-the-art 
methodology enables the comprehensive tracking of globalization’s forces, and the geopolitical risks and commercial opportunities 
that follow.  Wikistrat delivers content through cutting edge technology, offering a unique and interactive content delivery mechanism 
allowing clients to inject shocks, propose scenarios and communicate with analysts.  
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A Revolution In Geostrategic Analysis 
& Consulting

World Leading Analysis

Wikistrat  Consulting Services are conducted by a division of expert analysts directed by our Chief Analyst, Dr. Thomas Barnett.  
Wikistrat subscribers have direct access to interact with the analytic team via Wikistrat’s unique platform.  

Dr. Barnett, world leading grand-strategist, is the author of five books and a NYT bestseller.  He has served in the past 20 years in 
various leadership positions in the consulting world, including positions as Senior Managing Director at Enterra Solutions, Partner 
at IEG Strategies, Assistant for Strategic Futures, Office of Force Transformation (OFT), Office of the Secretary of Defense. Dr. 
Barnett is also former Senior advisor to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, Central Command, Special 
Operations Command, and Joint Forces Command. In the past few years Barnett has been authoring the successful "Globlogiza-
tion" blog, and in 2010 joined forces with Wikistrat to establish a unique strategic consulting service offering.  

Wikistrat’s Solution as a Service
Wikistrat offers truly unique geostrategic insight for government, corporate and 
individual clients.  Wikistrat’s state-of-the-art methodology enables the 
comprehensive tracking of globalization’s forces, and the geopolitical risks and 
commercial opportunities that follow.  Wikistrat delivers content through cutting 
edge technology, offering a unique and interactive content delivery mechanism 
allowing clients to inject shocks, propose scenarios and communicate with 
analysts.  

Transparent Methodology
Wikistrat offers the ability to trace the core components driving our 
assessments.  Wikistrat’s Patent Pending Methodology:  “Collaborative 
Competition”, offers a revolution in grand strategic planning for businesses and 
governments. 

Interactive Strategy
The Wikistrat platform enables communication with our analytic team on a 
whole new level.  Clients can ask questions, and inject shocks or scenarios into 
our evolving model of the global system.  
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